Pillars of Scheduled Railroading

Improved Service is a Cornerstone

- Improve Service
- Operate Safely
- Control Costs
- Drive Asset Utilization
- Develop People

Improved Frequency
Better Reliability
Faster Transit
Quicker Turnaround
Network Focused on Growth

Northwest Ohio
- New logistics park creating supply chain solutions

Inland Ports
- Generating economic opportunities in Georgia, North Carolina, New York and South Carolina
Shippers will benefit from terminal’s strategic location on CSX mainline and close proximity to the Triangle region.

**CCX logistics**
- Located in Rocky Mount, NC
- Five million consumers within 120-mile radius
- 60-miles NE of growing Raleigh metro

**Terminal operations**
- Expected to open in late 2020
- Three wide-span cranes with 110,000 lift capacity
- XGate in-gate kiosk, automated inspection portal and mobile app
Logistics Park Ohio

Northwest Ohio intermodal service delivers attractive logistics solutions for international and domestic freight

LOGISTICS PARK OHIO
Your warehousing and logistics solution

Adjacent to the CSX Northwest Ohio intermodal terminal, featuring coast-to-coast intermodal rail service and soon to be designated as an inland port.

CTPAT Compliant Heavy-Haul Corridor connects the CSX terminal directly to the warehouses, streamlining the customs process for faster offloading and quicker distribution.

Improve supply chain performance and efficiencies through reduced drayage and demurrage costs, as well as Foreign Trade Zone savings.